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13303 Potion Storage
Helper Alchemical Fliggerty *821 latendresse76 2013-04-17

Potion Storage Helper v1.0 Created as ALchemy
Storage Helper by scruggs. Converted to Potion

Sorage Helper by latendresse76 utilizing freshFish's
MWScript Extender About the Plugin This is a simple

update on a simple...

12965
Redoran

Tiered Floors
*resource*

Models and
Textures Fliggerty *624 latendresse76 2012-03-08

The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Redoran Tiered
Floors *resource* v.beta By latendresse76 Featuring
Floors by Kiteflyer61 1. Description 2. Requirements
3. Installing the plug-in 4. Playing the plug-in 5. Save

games 6. Conflicts/Known Errors 7. Credits/Pe...

11862 Shield Effect
v1.0 Resources MMH 55-11668 latendresse76 2012-09-11

so yea got bored a while back and made this for a
large possable wip that most likely won't happen.
Saw a post that someone showed intrest so here it
is.... it might need so tweaking and such, i think it
has some custom textures i haven't looked at it in

months...

11341
Lost Artifacts
DN_GDRv1

Patch
Tweaks MMH 90-6470 latendresse76 2010-05-20

The Lost Artifacts of Tamriel brought us many great
and powerful   items that were not to be found in

Vvardenfell. Some when playing   Darknuts's Greater
Dwemer Ruins Volume 1 could never Be found well  
you could console them in or toggle collision and fly

up to g...

1549 Laszlo Manor Houses MMH 44-13876 latendresse76 2010-03-05

A four room house mod with Labeled over sized
capacity chests, mannequins (so you can play dress

up), the ingredient auto sorter containers for
ingredients, Scroll sorter by school,Potion sorter By
what it does a few empty book cases and a bed and a

couch that you can sleep on!. Also included a r...

166
Poe

Lighthouse
Lab

Alchemical MMH 1-13938 latendresse76 2010-04-30

This Adds an alchemy lab to Poe Lighthouse. It's
accessible only after you finish the quest. As for the

lab it has an ingredient sorter & un-sorter for all MW
and TR ingredients. it also has ingredient pullers for

Restore Health, Fatigue & Magicka Potions along
with one f...


